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Game-like C++ real-time application

OpenGL

http://opensteer.sourceforge.net
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Bad parallelization
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Update order independent simulation
Agent modification only dependent on its steering vector
Minimize synchronization
Finish parallel processing before graphics stage
Interfaces for explicit context
Refactorization
Split agent update

Agent update
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Agent update order
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Simulate agent stage
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Modify agent stage
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Refactor update stage

Input -> Update -> Output
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Split update stage

Sub-stages: simulation and modification
Old update stage

Sequential processing order
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Each agent is modified based solely on its own state
Parallelization
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Performance
Test-computer

Dual-processor dual-core 2 GHz AMD Opteron with 2 GB Ram

2x Nvidia 7800 GTX graphics cards in SLI mode

Linux OS
Max speedups
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Comparison of OpenSteerDemo flock of birds simulation with 4 threads with OpenMP-disabled version
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Update stage: 3.54
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High-level design to min. synchronization
Explicit context
Deferred computation
Identified slices for data-parallel computation
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